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First Baptist Church
C. H. Warren, Pastor

Watch

deliVitIlIS `Ara \VIIITO
to 2S members and
isitors. 11Irs. Clyde Itop
er and Mrs. Tom Franklin were
added to C group as new mem.

Friday. 11:30 p. iii. - Junior
reltear.s.tl.
lirt.itherhood
p. it).
ineetutg at the church.
Suntla.‘
. 1,111.,:ty, 9 ..;t0 lc
:
p.is
School, (leo. Roberts, (lew. Sii
porinteudent.
I I :00 a. in. It
,
sermon. Fulton
1. P. I •s.
nt.):::10
R. I. P.
6:1 p.
-Sermon by the
7:45 p.

Next
"Week's

Ii

Dat Is I- quite ill
ii 1.7,1,1ine-s street.

First Christian
Church
11..1. t ,ntrell. Minister

Bible school. 9:1:1 a. iii. Chas.
Tuesday - 11:30 F. NI. Jun- Oregon, Supt.
Endeavor S'ociet jos.
ior choir rchoarsal.
:30
t;
1).
tn.
tn.
p.
7:00
NVeditt.sday,
Prcaching 7:30 p.
Teachers' meeting in 'I'.
7:00
i\lecting,
Prav
lass room at tile
S :00 p. tn. Prayer meeting. p. ni.
Thursday-- -7:30 I'. NI. Choir
Om' congregation \v ill attend
pt.:104'e.
StItIllaY morning at tho conitin neement serviveg ot
011
High school at the
vie\ en o•elock, 1)r. Cantrell. the Fulton
pastor of the First Christian Baptist church lo,x1. Suutlay
as
Chur,11. preached the Ilacca- School ,t114,1 Lord's Supper
nion for South FLO_ usual.
Loireale
A recently released report
First
•en High s, hoo! at the
reveals
Baptist church, to a large and of the l'enstis Bureau
„pprociatiNe.tudience, and the tin' fact that there are nearly
In
mtisit al program xvits pleasing 300,000 patients in hospitals
i ,eyond the ordinary. On Sun- the United States suffering
One
ti.ty morning at el,ven o'clock from mental diseases.
that has
the Baccalaureate sermon for cause of this is sorrow ofm
sut.
tred in to tlu. lives
v,ill be ene
Faltou High
oreached in the same building. of tiles:- patients. On the night
the
will !w noted frim the above of May the twenty-ninth. will
church
if
this
minister
pulpit
the
in
be
will
pastor
the
!or III.. regular e‘oiling servici.. preach on the subsiekt. "\V hat
the most sorro‘v
1.01.1U:111Y inVitell sin has caused
Th., itablic
To the tirst
Sta•Cial Music in the world'?"
person giving the saIlle allAWV1'
rendert.d.
Through the generosity of as the minister there \vitt be
Irby it has pres.,iited a Bible. Write your
.11r. and Itts.
been made possible for the In- ans\vers. sien your name and
You may give an answer
ernit'diate I)epartment of our
Sunday school to arr:titge for t• itch time you are present. No
‘vill lie revolved after
separate opcnintr devotional
the 7:30 the night the sermon is
,ervices eat•lt Sunday, in
other von_
assenthly- room it the Inter- preached. The only
who
mediate department of the iiition is that the pt..rson
building'. Every intermediate turns in the first correct anurged to be prt'Sellt Sunday sit el' !Mist lie ilresellt to receive
morning at 9:30. This should the Bible.
prove a g.reut stimulant to our
Intermediates. and a noticeable
CUMBERLAND
dicret,se in the attend,n,e
PRESBYTERIAN
expected.
Beginning at 7:30 p. at, next
II, I.. Ilinch. Pastor
Monday evening. prayer meeting ‘vill be conducted by the
Brotherhood of the church evSabbath School. tt:15. R. E.
ery evening throughout the St thy. Superintendent.
week. preparat(try to the series
A special progktm is b iLl y
of meetings which will begin at arranged
for tfrt,Sti
the church. May 22. The pub- School hour.
lic is cordially invited to attend
Preaching service, 11:00;
these prayer services. and :he subject: "Our Builders of'Civ..
members of the church are urgAIothers.'"rhe eleved to be present.
on o•clock 1)4)u1. will lie tledivat-,
edti-hilly t 4) NI ot her.
Preaching service. 7:30.
Prayer meet big each \Veilnesday evening at 7:30. Then,.
J. V. Freeman, Pastor
is It very fine interest tieing
.-.town in our pric.).49. services
Sunday school..9::10 a. nt.
Come and wor,-;hip with
.1. Iramer,
Yeti are always welcome.
p. tn.
1...p‘vorth 1.eagues.
l'rayt.r niet.ting. 7:30 p.

Fulton
Advertiser
For
"The
Best
Electric
Washing

T. it.

NIachine
Offer
Of
The
Year

Methodist Church

Kentucky
Utilities
Company

eaolt Wetiliestlay.
E‘ening Service. 7

p. tn. Sunl'reitelling at 7
day.
Special music by the choir.
l'has. Pirann. dirtolor.
The public is cortliall,\ in\ it.. to attend all the set.% ices.
Da y ‘‘ a- observed
in all the -cr., ices. Sunday. a',

Central Church
0f Christ
J. G. NIalpliiirs, Minister

9: 17)- --Bible schiciI.
15__Nv,
a nd sermon.
1 1 ,• Si;!who
7:00
}Heir lit le
class
.‘1:trt.f
-aut.! "I
7:30 'I'llesdays
,
•ar a \\ hit' Itoin sortie
3:0(1 VI.C1111,
•,10
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•
"A1.0 her.f(11'
:111) \\•0.11
!tilde
o• prt . arin - d otie
.1:11 it:11'0
;i!1 , 1
1,,i. children.
),.,
.1.1,0.,11:.•!•. I. h..,pent
7:311
:ind "The
v ii .11r, and .11?..
Alotlicr."
-idendid nit.'! nut.
Bard in 1.',111,01.
7:30 Friday Bible class in
Li
I'.
AIL and
sonic home.
ii - Ii it
Fiti. \\*Artier
ere ss:p i d a:
vi,it,"•;
it all
Ii -.
.d-riday a.
.,1
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are
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phone
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1
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FLORENCE OIL
RANGE

SOLD
ON
EASY
TERMS'

SOLD
ON
EASY
TERMS

This oil range
hasfocused heat.

More Heat

It *I

Less Care

You owe it to yourself to see the New Florence before
buying. It is by far prettier, and easier to keep and
clean than any stove on the market today.
We invite you to come and see these new models.

raharrs Furniture Co.
Fulton's Big Furniture Store on Walnut St.
4

Special Plow Sale
Our large stock of John Deere Syra use slat moldboard Plows has enabled us to reduce the price to such
a low figure that if you need a new plow, or even need
an old one repaired, you can buy a new plow and save
money.
These plows stand for just what John Deere tools all
stand for, easy operation, light draft, longer life. These
prices are cheaper than ever befcre:

leavy 3-I lorse Plow, $12.00
Iiight 3-Horse Plow, - $11.00
Icav) 2-1 lorse how', $10.00
N led. 2-1 I orse Plow, - $9.00
Light 2-Horse Plow, - $8.50
John Deere Plows pull lighter because they shed better.
Pay us a visit and see what a Real BARGAIN we can
give x.r,m

HAHN HARDWARE COMPANY
"II.,

i11

111s. .1.inie
,111it Sithilay with
we t

.1.

,t,11.
All'.

r

Mr. 11'. I. Il a mption,
flitin spew 1loildit, night with
Mr. :1 11,1 NIrs, Sam Bard.
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or111111(111g
'ruing!ht.orasSC,,1114.111
Said C01111'414'1
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7111(1 If,

or 'ht. improveuwlit
hmid, shall lit. in all particulars
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EVIVAL

t herein, and tlit. Treasurer shall Its
li.411111A•11
iii
lsi'Ii ii i'u'iiiid iii' lit.' 11(11111'SM Chaplet' 113 of the Acts a the
oppo•‘ilt lite number of the llenersil Assembly of KentockY
bond on his record. The no- for 1916, and amendments
it herein piovided for shall I hereto, and heing Sections
direeted to such address. 356:1, :1570, 3571, 3573. :1571.
and if no ittlilre•:s he gka.n, the 3575, :1577 and 3578A oil the.
notice shall he directed to such linitticky Statutes, Comdr.,
owiler at his last known ad- Edition. 1922, as amended at
di ess. and the bond specified Iii.' 1921 session or file Genertherein shall hear no interest al Assembly or kenItlekV, ItIld
after the date fixed for its re- 1111
procedures oll1litlet1 ill
demption. and I 1104 provision said st.c!...11.,
al! of nue
'Ilan Ito shown in substance on same shall lut. pursiled nod 1'01the bonds. Nlailing such talc- loWed ;Old all the sante art Mil,: ti•red lilt it Itteiny days lie'- braced ill :Ind are. mad,. a ii it
Iii' t One
fOr StiCh re- of this ordinance and said
demption shall
111`011141
it Board of Council shall
ona,•,
licreWilh.
After and pass any and :ill other orthe is-,ne of such bonds no suit dinances that may lie
sball he to enjoin or resist the Its
0111 lilt'
0111.41 i
Culled 1011 01 ieitV i5siistiit'flt or HMI ill
01'11211We
Wi:il
NIX ill 1111liellnilion of which
With I'll.the bonds are issued, and the
the Iti‘v•-: of
fourth
s'alidity of the :same shall not class cities.
be questioned, but all propeity
Section 1 5. All ordinances
owners shall be comlitsively or parts la ordinances in conestopped and precluded front flict herewith are hereby rein any manner assailing Ow ef- pealed.
fectiveness or validity thereof.
Section 16. This ordinance
Such bonds shall convey and shall take effect from :ind aftIran:4er io
oWners thereof' er its final pa,:sage and Puibli111i ken, right, title and tiler'''it cat
as required by law.
in and to the assessments. taxAnpriold. this 13th day of
es and hens upon t he respe, • \ ,•
1927.
lots and parcels of groaii,•.
\V. 0. SHANKLE.
which liens shall stand as security for such bonds ((lid eutl- A true copy% attest :
pons until they are. paid. with
'111()S. II. CHAPMAN.
lull power to enfo:Te the
Clerk of Itoard (if ('ouncil,
Iion ion
u h bonds
of City of Fulton, lent ucky.
or coupons be
aid on pre's., entation to the Treasurer. by NOTICE TO CONTRACTO
RS
foreclosure in ;my court of competent jur'sdiction
Sealed bids will he revoked
hereinlietore pro, ••el
.ny lots or by "Ishomasu
Chapman. c:crk
land,: tu
payment of the 1:(171111
ist'anv a.- in I
or assess- ton, Kentucky.. at his office up
mem
....
any install- to 2 o'clock p.
i1. 1927,
merit
or for any gen- for constructing street improveoral n
tax. ALIA lots MentS
accordance
with
and lat
11 not thereby leo plans. profiles and specificareleased liom any other special lions on file in the office of tho
tax or assessment. or install- City Clerk.
nil'Ill thereof. existing Illert.lm.
The Council reserves the
unless the same be lISAeried in right to reject any or all bids.
the action in which such lots or Bids shall be sealed and onIan(Is are sold. In any fore- dorsed "Street Improvement
closure suit brought by the city Bid."
or any bondholder as provided
When filed with the Clerk,
herein. it shall not be necessary' each bid must be aecompanied
to make the other bondholders by a Cashier's check on any
parties, but the proceeds of the. solvent bank, in the amount of
suit shall be paid into the city Three. Thousand ($3.000.001
treasury to be applied to the Dollars. Wipe cheek ahall '
1
redemption of matured bonds made payisliftittetbe•Olty Trk Ain the same manlier as it' the surer.
of Fulton, Kentucky.
SF
.
N I(I
10 a.
same had been paid without Checks of unsuccessful bidders
suit.
will be returned at the. time
Section 12. The City Treas- their bids are rejected.
nrer shall keep in his office in
The following is the approxa book to be provided for that imate list of quantities:
purpose a record of all assess12.7511 en, pls. grading.
Common Brick Defies
ments of local taxes, showing
327 sq. ft. crosswalks removExposure to Elements
the names and portions of ed.
There are probably few if any of
streets in which the improve23,838 fig. yds. pavement.
mem is made, the character of
11,810 lin. ft. 6 inch curb the ancient buildings that so effectively stir the Imagination of the modthe improvement and the names and gutter.
ern reader as does the famous old
of the persons against whose
2.280 lin. ft. header.
Colosseum of Rome. It has stood for
property the assessments are
118 lin. ft. double gutter.
centuries as a monument to the qual
made. Such record shall be
250 lin. ft. 12 inch V. S. P. ity of building and of the materlaIs
subject to inspection by any
785 Ii,,. ft. 15 inch V. S. P. that were used in ancient days. Trav
person desiring to inapect the. 280 lin. ft. 18 inch V. S. P. elers returning front Rome have re
same and shall be conclusive
160 lin. It. 21 ineh V. S. I'. ported that bricks were being taken
evidence of notice to all persons
930 lin. ft. 21 inch V. S. I', from this great theater of the rulers
me ancient Roman empire to be
of such assessments and the
340 lin. ft. 311 inch V. S. P. of
used in the construction of new homes.
liens cri.ated thereby. Upon
23 in
It Is pleasing to learn that the die
the payment of any improve16 manholes.
tutor, Mlissolint, has passed a decree
ment Ur% to the Treasurer. he
129 cu. yds. class A concrete. forbidding the Millen people to diswill make proper entry thereof
31 cu. yds. class C ronerete. turb any part of the Colosseum. Thu.
in the record book herein proSpecifications and forms on lurluks in that building are more than
vided for, whereupon the lien which all bidders will be re- 2,00n years old, and are in such 1(0011
for such tax will stand miens- quired to submit their bids may COnditi011 that they can. still be used
ed. All local taxes paid to the be obtained from the City Clerk after all these centuries. There was
City Treasurer shall from time or the Enginee..s, Black and a grave danger that the structure In
which early intiristian martyrs were
to time be paid over to the con- Veatch, Mutual Building. Kan- sacrificed
to the lions and where the
tractor or other person entitled sas City. Missouri, tind 811 City old gladiatorial combats were held
thereto upon the order of the National Bank Building. Padu- would be destroyed. Whatever we
The I. C. Development Department is donating the services of two of their AgriBoard of Council. The Treas- cah. Kentucky. Plans may be may think of Mussolini's policies, we
urer shall carefully keep a sep- examined free of charge. either must certainly commend him in the cultural agents who are experts in the dairy and poultry
features of farming, and it is
orate account of the fund aris- at the office of the City Clerk stand which he has taken.
'flue use of theme 2,000-year-old hoped that all farmers of the Fulton community will avail themselves of the opportuing from assessments for each or the engineers. Complete
particular improvement and sets of plans may be oblai'ictl bricks Is of particular interest at this nity of attending these meetings which will he interesting and educational.
when so much stress is being
no proceeds arising from as- from the Engineers by making [line,
placed on pernitinent construction.
sessments for one improvement a
deposit
of T went y-five They were manufactured ut tte. same
shall be diverted to the pay- ($25.00) Dollars. Twenty Doi- materials and under practically the
for any other improvement hers of the amount will be re- some methods that are used In the
whatever. The proceeds shall funded to unsuccessful bidder., manufacture if present-day commonin each case constitute a separ- upon return of Ow plans in burned clay bricks. It is possible that
ate special fund for the pay- good condition within 11.11 days 2,000 years hence some equally ruthment of the contractor for the from the (lay on which bids are less despoilers will be tearing down
our old landmarks to build houses out
partirular work for which the received.
of the preseat-day bricks.
assessment is made or for the
City of Fulton, Kentucky.
security and payment of the
By W. 0. SHANKLE, Ceilings
Should Be
improvement bonds
anticipaMayiir.
Lighter Than Walls
which
thin of
the same are issued.
In the great out-of-doora we find
HELP WANTED
Experienced cigar makers the sky lighter than the shadows un
Section 13. Any assessment on shape or straight
Ilie trees. This Is our natural
der
work. We
made for the improvement can also place
everyday background, and if we want
lii
or
20
girls
herein provided for which ex- In learning department.
to suagest the great and wonderful
Apply open atmosphere we must
paint the
ceeds one-half of the value of
AMERICAN CIGAR CO.
ceilings
lighter than the walls and the
the lots or parcels of real estate
Third and Fourth Sts.,
than
lighter
wells
the
door.
For Inupon which the assessment is
Fulton. Ky.
stoma, wen we to MUM thill ceiihni
madc shall be void as to such
the darkest, that would unconscious!),
excess, but the improvement
suggest a catastrophe, a storm sit
SPECIAL OFFER
shall lie taken into vonsideraprosetans, as does the darkened sky
lion in fixing the value of such
We might reel that the ceiling was
Mill the Board
real 1`,4
of
For a short time we will ac- collapsing—that It was so heavy the
Council shall provide for the cept subscriptions for this pa- ilea floor would be unable to hold H—
payment of any such excess out per and the Memphis Weekly and the result would be disorder! In
words, anises we follow the exof the. general fund.
Commercial Appeal—both pa- other
ample set by nature we would be,
Section 14. The awarding pers one year for only $1.25.
talselag alocb 0 her levillases.

AT

FIRST

Baptist Church

Beginning Sunday, MAY 22.

REV. E. F. ADAMS,
01 N111)11)1,11SB0110,•KENTUCKY,
DOing

the Preaching.
Ill.and

S p.

RICULTURAL

Development Campaign
For Rual Fulton.

The Chamber of Commerce of Fulton will, with the assistance of the development department of the Illinois Central Railway Company. launch an agricultural development campaign
beginning Monday Night of May 23rd.

The campaign will open with a meeting at Chestnut Glade
School on Monday Night, May 23rd, at 8 o'clock. Subsequent
meetings will be as follows: Bowers School, Tuesday night;
Crutchfield School, Wednesday night; Cayce School Thursday
night; Sylvan Shade Friday night, and a meeting at the Chamber of Commerce quarters,
Saturday Morning at 10:30 will close the campaign.

Be Sure and Meet Us There.

Fulton Chamber of Commerce.

THE FULTON ADVERTISER

City Ordinance

and guttering is Made all d ex- law

the CO

allii 1',11111.110 of the cost thereof by jection

1111Y illegality or ir•

th,• Board of Council, it sha ll, rera hirity %% oh regard t o the
against the real estate Power :out authority e.\ .at
duAvoy
ithlek & With+, Consulting by tualinance, apportion the Iaaes against his property, and
abutting on said Streets anti

ILI

11,1

011.11dc

Mid
:litt'r reit1111.
;id% ci IL c110.10
lc ilia.

11011,1,- iii„Ili
pro\
o 1 'itch
such Engineers of the City of Ful- cost of die work, loss any part that he will pay the 1:111110 111 the tin Of the
streets
where
parts
of
Continued fIX/11, page 11
curbing Or guttering is •,natte. ton. Kentucky. are hereby des- to lie paid by the city, equally niania•r herein provided with part of the Ii II I:1\e,
ankl It nekl 111 m
is 1mo n ot
Of Ole 1111111 Spek illed interest, Any prop
Section 4. The conateuetion ignated as sock eneineers and :1111011g Me
ti nt, of its int„rsectiv w ith
nor „ntoring into ,urn 111' 11:1111 \\ M1111111111 \ 11:1\ •k Ii
„rty
representativea of said city in tow property .0, both
Ot
PartS
III
StreetS
and
said
of
Street.
Walnut
the
Kijn Street frOnl the venter streets shall be let in one eon- such construction work, and the street improved aeeklriiing agreellient or W ho eXereke:it 1111'
int, of its intet.„,et ion w ith tract embracing all of the they shall have the power anil . to the number of frontiag oi option to pay in installmenis pledging such taxes and the
l
Walnut street to the !loft line streets And Parts Of streets litithoritY herein inillosed until abaft hitt feet owned by them shall be concluded thereby and liens on the property for the
hereinaboye described and ties- discharged bv said Board of re,pecti% elv apportioned on Ito- shall not be permitted to set tip pay ment of the principal anti
cRoad.
Council. and they shall perform leisis of the 1/111Ch 4114 ilereillbe- any defense whatever against interest of such bonds and apWalnut Street from the cen- igttated as constituting said Int•
Number
such acts only by and with the fort. provided. Provided, ho w. the payment of such t act,. ply the proceeds thereof tut 1111'
District
provement
with
intersection
ter line of its
tliC Part iCillar lIltLake street to the west line of One. Said contract shall be consent ot the City of Fulton, tow. that the entire cost ot Stall agreement shall 1.t. filed PaYIDCItt
curbing and guttering shall be in the 'dike of the City Treas Iti'uui'i'lihi'itt ill 111166P:01On Or
. bidding to Kentucky.
let out competitiv,
Norman Street.
Section 9. When such Ott- animal ioned among 1)1,, awners lino., who shall file, retain and the the IISSi,,,1110111 for Vk
Section ''. That the construe- the lowest anti best bidder aft1,,I1011
atom ine on the revord the sattocas it reellrli ill lilt' 11011dS
tion of said streets and parts of er advertisement.ag herein prit- proyement of t he streets and of theofproperty
street on w hit.), „tot his lalek`. 111 ill eaSt'S Where 'hind,: Shalt 111.:Ir Ili(' Witt' Of
streets Alla t'llalS :Ind gutters vided, but the right is hereby parts of st reets herei na bove ite. side
slleil agreellle111.ji,i vt out been pillitIC,111O11 uuf t /10 a.:se,sing orshall be in strict ael'011innee expressly rt:served ti rejt..ct scribed and composing said Im, improvement is Made, I'm'Ii t iled w it hin
liii iou liituit t h, dinance and shall to. made payNumber cornsT lot having its interseewith the grados, plans and any or all buts at the diseretion provement District
by of the Board of Couneil of said tine sh all have been made and till of curbing anti guttering entire cost shall be PaYlible iii able to bearer. The bond. tor
prepared
apecifications
, ash without interest before the said improvement shall be liluiilMessrs. Black & Veatch, Con- city. The Board of Council ot the contract therefor complet. included in its frontage; ;old
I ti I it
Engineer shall shall aasess iktal levy a local tax xpiration of said thirty days. ttu'u' ii consecutively throughout
suiting EllgilleerS of the city said city after the bats are re- els,
of Any such tax not paid within and shall loo divided inlu tell
hill it itd eOlTeet eStri- 011 the SeVeral lots or it
-t
of Fulton, Kentucky. or as ceived atnl opened and before mak
Sel it'S
1111111 is 1111'11,1made or changed anti modified any contract is awayded for mate ofthe total cost thereof, abutting Pro lit'it y ikt a rate per said thirty days shall bear inhie, tile first series includion6 per cent the
by the Board of Council ofthe said construction will deter- showing the dant number of abutting foot sufficient to pro terest at the rate of date
lowest
num bers and so on.
(if the
which kind or type o t m a- fronting or abutting feet of Lce
h m
I u the part of he c ost of the pet. annum front the
city of Fulton, Kentucky, w hicine
improvaniOnt apportioned to publication of the ordinance The bonds with int l're:it stiut tI lit'
grades. Malls and SPeeirleations terial and surtac mg shall be property, the cost per it
1111ti 1evying the saint . payable at the City Treastirer'a
have been approved and adopt- used in the construction. or re- foot, the names of the abutting Sileh abutting lots or parcel,: Of
office as follows; The first sered by the Board of Council of e011StIlletion ot each ot sat property owners, the number prope rty. and there shall be a 11 ;toy property subject to such
local tax be tto nod by an infant ies of such bonds with accrued
the city of Fulton. Kentucky. streets and parts of stret:ts. of abutting feet of property lien upon such lots 01' Pareek
and are now on file in the of- The Mayor ot the city of hub. owned by each person anti the real estate for the cost of such or person of unsound mind or interest oil all Sel'il114 Shall he
lice of the clerk of the Board ton, Kentucky. Is hereby all- proportionate part of the cost iniprovement so aSSessed. The by 3 life temilit. the agreement 11111' :Old Pay:1111k' 011e 111111th att oe ;onprovement to be as- Board of Council shall appor• Iii'rein provided for may be ex- 1'I' 11111 11111.1 011 Willett the firat
of Council of said city. and the thorized anti directed to adver. o; tt
same are hereby made a part tise for bids for said. improve- sessed against the property of don to the city such part of the ecuted by the Slatitatory guard- installment a the tax becomes
previttus
hereof by reference as fully as ment by the publication m tile each abutting property owner cost as it may la. liable for. The ian of such infant or committee tine its provided in the
Fulton Advertiser. a newspap- to be determined as Itereinbe- lien herein before provided for or curator of such insane per- section. and the remainine serif copied he
Section 3. That the cost and er published in the city of Ful- fore provided, and the part, shall take effect upon the pub- son with the sante effect as if ies shall be due ant payable
expense of said improvement. ton. KentuckY• and of general payable by the said city of Fut- lication of the ordin an ce mak- extanted by it person free from one each year annually thereoonst ra c- c ircatation there m for !W O tkill, to be OACOliailled as herein- ing the IISSOSAlliellt alld levying disability or by the life tenant. after for nine yeara. Int ereat on
constructio n and rc
tion (except as otherwise pro- consecutive weeks. and he will before provided. Otte copy of the tax and shall dike prece- ill eliSeS Where the Opti011 tO all unpaid bonti.s shall be due
yided in this section) including require said iods to be furn- this estimate shall be delivered deuce over all other liens whe• pay in installments is exercised anti payable semi-annually at
storm sewers and appurtenanc- ished in accordance with the by the City Engineer to the ther created prior or subse- the local tax, with interest at the end of each six months
t's shall be borne exclusively. instructiona to. bidders as out- chairman of the Street Com- quent to the pnlilielition of the rate of 6 per cent per an- from the time the first interest
of the Board of Council such ordinanee. except st:kte num. shall be payable as lot- hee1011es ii iii'. The bonds shall
by the owners of real estate Imed and specified by the Sat d
ltie-tent h of the taX With be a the denomination of
abutting on that portion of each Messrs. Black & Veatch. .En- of said city and another eopy and county taxes. general mu- hot
'
1111 the entire tax. at the $100.00 or its multiple, providstreet so improved and accord- gineers. anti which instructions to the Mayor of said city, which nicipal taxes and prior mming to the number of the front are attached to and made a is to be by nim transmitted to provement taxes and the same lino • , ed by law for the pay- ed, however. that any odd
general city taxes tic- amount Mel' $100,00 Or its
feet of the real estate abutting part ot the Plans and sPecitica- the said Board of Council. Up- shall not be defeated it r mew
thereon and in proportion to dons hereinbefore referred to. on receipt of such copy from postponed by any privikte or curt , next after the expira- multiple may be included in
the thirty days allowed the last bond to mature. No
the whole number of the feet Said buds 'hall be sealed and the said engineer, the chair- judicial sale or by any mort- tion
of the block fronting or abut- indorsed "Street Improvement man of the Street Committee gage or by any error or mis- for pay ment in cash, and an- bond shall be issued for less
ting on said street or part of Bid," and filed with the Clerk shall, by notice by one insertion take in the description of the nually thereafter one-tenth ..t than $100.00 unless the total
street ; the cost of improvement ot the Beard of Council of said in a newspaper published in property- or in the names there- the entire tax, until the whole amount for which bonds are isof each separate block On said city who shall keep them and said city. namely, the Fulton of. Nor shall any error of the is paid. At the end of each six sued for any particular imstreets and parts of streets so open them in the presence of Advertiser. give at least three proceedings of the Board of months from the time the first provement is less than $1,000improved shall be taken sepal.- the Mayor and Board of Colin- dates' notice of a time and place Council exempt any property installment of the tax becomes .00. All improvement bonds
ately as aforesaid against the cil of said city. Each biti shall fixed by it for the inspection from the lien for, or payment due. interest shall be due and shall have the name of the
real estate abutting thereon. be accompanied by a cashier's and reception of the work, of, such taxes after the work payable for such six months on street, alley or other public
The cost and expense of the check on a solvent bank in the which notice shall state the cost has been done and accepted as all unpaid installments of the way, or part thereof, for the
improvement, construction and sum of $3.000.00 made payable per abutting foot of property hereitibefore provided; but the tax; provided, that any person improvement of which they are
.courts may. tel any interest-paying issued. printed, engraved or
reconstruction of street inter- to the City Treasurer of Ful- as shown by the engineer's es- Board of Council or the
sections and street and alley in- ton, Kentucky; checks of tin-n- timate. At the time and place in which suits are pending shall period after the fifth annual written thereon anti shall state
tersections shall be paid one- suereA4ful bidders will be re- fixed in said notice, the Street make all corrections. rules and installment of his tax becomes the character of the improvehalf by the owners of the real turned when the bids are re- Committee of the Board of orders to do justice to all par- due, pay the entire assessment ment and shall bear interest at
estate abutting on each of the tected and the check of the council shall inspect the work ties concerned. and the city of tax against his property with a rate not exceeding six per
respective streets and parts of successful bidder will be cash- and the owners of property li-i shall in no event be liable for accrued interest. All install- cent per annum from the date
streets so improved and appor- ed and deposited by the City able for the cost of the im-. any part of the cost of such ments of such special assess- of the assessment of the tax,
contractoi irovement except as herein ments and interest shall be and shall have suitable coutioned and assessed equally by Treasurer and returned to the provem_nt, the
the front foot against the real contractor when the required therefor, their agents and rep- p •ded. Such hens may be placed upon the tax duplicate pons attached thereto evidencestate abutting on each of said bond, deposits and contract resentatives, may appes.r.—end~et: tee - as other Nem- OTt rgal with other taxes of persons li- ing the semi-annual interest.
respective streets and parts of have been furnished and aP- be heaid before said Street e. e by action brought in the able for such special assess- The bonds and coupons shall be
• ..;.;80 improVed, - in each proved by the city, which the Committee as to whether the n• le of Cie city or the con- ments. and the tax bills for signed by the Mayor and counblock adjacent to the intersec- contractor shall do within ten work has been done and the tr etor entitled thereto. and in such special assessments may, tersigned by the Treasurer, but
tions improved; the owners of days front the time the said cost thereof estimated in ac- any such action an allegation in atitlition to the other reme- the coupons may be signed by
more than one-half of the num- contract is awarded to him and cordance with this ordinance in substance that the improve- dies given under the kiw, be lithograph. The Clerk shall
ber of feet of property upon upon failure to execute said and
d and the sold and collection thereof en- attest the signatures to the
an
contract therefor. The ment had been matte
each of said streets anti parts contract within said time the said Street Committee may ad- work accepted pursuant to and forced in the manner provided bonds tinder seal of the city.
of streets having heretofore fil- proceeds of said check shall be iourn such hearing and inspec- by ordinance of the city duly by law for collection of muni- Said bonds need not recite the
ed with the Board of Council forfeited to the city of Fulton, don from time to time and of passed in accordance with the cipal taxes. In default of pay- steps taken in ordering the imof said city of Fulton a petition Kentucky, as liquidated darn- such adjournment all interest- law shall be a sufficient plead- ment of any installment of tax provement twin making the asrequesting it to pass an ordi- ages.
eti parties shall take notice ing of the ordinance and pro- or interest for one month after sessments but only a general
Section 5. Upon acceptance without further publication of ceedings under which the work the same becomes due a penal- reference to such proceedings
nance requiring said improvement to be made at the expense of the bid and awarding of the notice. Any protest against was done and accepted without ty of 10 per cent of the install- and to the statutes under which
of the owners of property abut- contract by the Mayor and the acceptance of the improve- setting out the same in full. ment in arrears shall be added the same art. isailed, to-wit. Seeting on each of said streets and Board ot Council of said city, ment or the estimated cost Any number of lots or parcels thereto. which shall constitute don 3577 of the Kentucky Statparts of streets and that one- the Mayor and City Clerk shall thereof shall be made in writ- of land nit which any local tax a like lien as the tax. and all un- utes. Such bonds shall be nehalf of the cost and expense of enter into written contract on ing to the Committee and be or installment thereof is in de- paid installments of the tax gotiable itS inland bill.s of exthe improvement of street in- behalf of the city of Fulton, transmitted by said Committee fault and the owners thereot shall, at the optio nof the city change anti shall he free from
tersections and street and alley Kentucky, with the successful to the Council. together with a may be joined in ont. proceed- or any bondholder whose bonds al! defenses by any property
intersections be ass essed bidder in accordance with the written report of the Commit- ing, and the court shall make or interest thereon are in de- owner and exempt from all taxagainst the abutting property terms of the ordinance and tee accepting or rejecting the all proper and necessary crders fault of payment, forthwith be- atiim and shall not be sold for
owners on each of said streets shall incorporate therein as a work accordingly as it may be for the enforcement and col- come due and payable. It less than par and accrued inand parts of streets, the re- part thereof the plans and spec. of opinion that the work had letAion of the taxes as to the shall be the duty of the treas- terest ; provided, if no offer is
maining one-half of the cost ifications above referred to or or had not been done. and the several lots or parcels of land. urer, upon order of the Board made for said bonds equal to
and expense of the improve- those parts thereof according cost thereof estimated, in ac- Where a person is the owner ot of Council to properly apply par and accrued interest, after
ment of said intersections to be It) which the said Board of cordance with this ordinance two or more lots subject to such all money paid itt on such in- reasimable advertisement, the
paid by the city of Fulton, Council shall elect to improve anti contract therefor. Upon tax the court may direct that stallments to the payment of city shall have the right to
Kentucky. The remaining one- said streets or parts of streets. receipt of the Engineer's esti. one or more of such lots be sod
l bonds and coupons which may turn them over to the contractSection 6. The contractor mate and the report of the for the whole tax of such per- be issued as provided in antici- or in full paytnent of the conhalf of the cost and expense of
the improvement of said street shall execute a bond in the full Street Committee as hereinbe- NOH, allowing such person to pation of the collection of such tract price of the improvement
intersections and street and al- amount if the contract with a fore provided the Board of designate the lots to be sold local taxes. It' the fund ac- for which they are issued. Any
ley intersections shall be paid surety and guarantee company Council shall carefully consid- first, if ht. so desires and indi• cumulated from the collection premium realized from the sale
by the city of Fulton. Kentucky authorized to do business in the er and investigate any pro. cates.
of assessments, interest and of such bonds anti any penal°together with the cost of said State of Kentucky as surety to tests which may have been fitSection 10. That said im- penalties for any particular im- ties collected on delinquent inimprovement abutting upon any be approved by the city of Ful- ed against the acceptance of provement shall be (lone upon provement be more than suffi- stallments of taxes as provided
property owned by a cemetery ton, Kentucky. through its the work or the confirmation the ten year payment plan and cient to pay the principal and in the preceding section shall
company, public school dis- I.3oard of Council for the faith- of the Engineer's estinutte of when same shall have been in
of the bonds issued in go int() the fund for the paytrict, county, state or United tut pertormance of such con- the cost thereof and shall hear completed kind accepted and anticipation of such collection. ment of such bonds and intertract
i
n
the
torm
and natury as any competent and proper evi- the cost thereof apportioned to the Board of Council shall est thereon. Said bonds and
States Government, unless such
company.
public appears in and as..a part ot the (knee w hich may be offered and a tax therefor levied iiii the make a ratable reduction from interest thereon shall be paycemetery
plans
and
specifications and thereon prior to the acceptance property liable for the payment the last installment of each per- able exclusively out of funds
school district, county, state
or United States Government, instructions tobuiders as here- of the work and confir matio n thereof as hertjnbefore !timid- son's assessment. Should there actually paid to and collected
shall as provided and author- itibefore mentioned and aP- of the estimate, and the Board ed, the city treasurer shall give be any deficit. the Council may by the city on account of the
ized by law contribute thereto; proved.
of Council may then accept the notice by one publication in the provide for payment of same improvement taxes in antieipaand further the said city ot
Section 7. The contractor work and confirm t he Engin- Fulton Advertiser, a newspap- mit of the general fund. Fail- don of which the bonds are isFulton shall pay the cost and shall execute it further bond in ettr's estimate of the cost there- er published in the said city of ure on the part of the eity to stied, and eXeePt its herein proexpense of said improvement the sum of 25 per cent of the of, or, it it be ot (opinion tha: 1.111ton, requiring all persons to collect any such local tax or % bled the city shall in no event
Iii' liable on any such bond exapportioned, as hereinstbove amount of the contract with the work has not been done in pay the local taxes levied upon inslallmelll
provided, against any real such surety as shall be approv- accordanee with the contract their property within thirty shall create no liability attain•-at cept to the extent of funds ayestate owned by said city abut- ed by the city guaranteeing the or that the Engineer's estimate days from the publication of such city, but the person end- tunny paid to it as above set
ting upon any of said streets pavement as built to comply of the cost is incorrect, it may the ordinance accepting the tled to such tax, or the owner out. Any and all of such bonds
and parts of streets improved. with the paragraph of the spec- require the contractor to per- work and assessing the cost of allY such bonds, shall have shall be subject to payment and
and in addition thereto the said ifications entitled "Guaran- feet or complete the work in thereof. Such loyal taxes may, the right to proceed
IttlY redemption at any interest paycity shall pay the cost and ex- tees" and guaranteeing the re- accordance with the contract. at the option of the pr„norty l'Ol111 uif l'Or111Wiellt ,11111:411101011 ment period thereon that does
pense apportioned, as above placement of any and all pave- or it nuty modify the estimate ownorS, be payable in cash, to foreclose the lien for any not occur within five years
provided, against any property ments not meeting the condi- of the toed of the work to con- without imerest, within thirty such unpaid assessments, re- from the date thereof, providowned by a cemetery company, tions of the guarantee at any form to the facts, or both. The days, or in len ;imolai install- covering interest and costs, ed that the City Treasurer shall
public school distriet. county, time if notified by the city with- determination of the Board of ments as herein provided. Any and illaY have the. Proyeells of give the (miler of the bond prostate or United States Govern- in five years after the date of Council shall be cotichisive and property owner who desires to the property applied in settle- posed to be redeemed at least
ment for the improvement of the acceptance of the work by binding on all parties aunt shall exercise sticli privilege of pity- molt thereof,
twenty days' !naive by regissaid street intersections and the city, whirl' bond is to be not he questioned or contested meat by installment shall beSmut tin 11. In order to pro- tered letter. The owner of any
street and alley intersections. executed upon the completion m any court, except (in die fore the expiration (if the said vide a fund for the immediate bond subject to redemption Its
The entire coat of the construc- of the work and before pay- ground of fraud or collusion on thirty days enter into an agree- payment of the cost of the im- hOreill provided shall notify
tion of curbing and guttering ment is made therefor.
the part of the Council. Upon mint in is
with the city pro\ ementa made oil the in- the City Treastirer of his 'mat
shall be assessed against the
Section S. W'here III1V duty acceptanue of the work anti that in consideration of such stallment Dian as provided in office address and any changea
property where such curbing is imposed herein or under the confirmation of the Engineer's privilege he will make no oh-the preceding section the Coun(Continued on page 3)
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REPAIR IT NOW

HOW FAKE AUCTIONS CET YO UH MONEY

We are
a member

ily W. R. MOREHOUSE
Public Potations Commission, American
vs Assaclathul
Moe Io 'vs of • series 0/ articles sureosthe Ow wee.
sf atiorsere sae ere
ftrr your mo.,•11.)

Never neglect needed
repoir work. It the roof
starts to leak, the windows raid:, doers sag,
walls crumble and ceilings crack, the house is
giving sure symptoms
that it needs attention.

N

EARLY everyone Is ready "to take a fling"
at getting
for nothing or at least for leSe than it is worth. Becuuse of this many are duped into paying more than regular
prices for things they buy. This class of
people is especially susceptible to the
appeal of
anything resembling an auction. Fake auctions with the cards stacked against the buyer
are very conimon. They rank high among the
fraudulent schemes of the country.
The "here today and gone tomorrow"
auction faker rents a line looking house in
some high-class. section of the city in which he
plans to operate. Ile furnishes this house
with the cheapest imitations of high-class furnishings, with here aad there a fine piece
which is to serve for bait. Certain pieces are
alleged antiques with a thread of glorious history behind them. Of others it is claimed that
they have been handed down for generations,
originating with some person noted in history
11111111111111=5911111111111 or with some famous Southern family. Of
moRki4ousr. other pieces it is maintained that they are
made of rare and precious woods imported
from far across the sea. The overstuffed
furniture, it is claimed,
.,11 high grwle of standard manufacture.
Regardless of its superiority and antiquity
, the furniture
teiv,i lie sold at once. for the •,sIsor
is compelled to take an they find hanging in
the front window
sicsid,d trip. the family
physl- a sign, "For Rent." The birds have
,
:4.14Ing order.il trai,e1 and a down, without leaving
any address.
lereet• of 1.11111:Iti•
Of saving
Fake auctions are not exclusive
his life. Nothing is to lie spared and to reildencesi,
but are sometimes
ti. up Flashier, of the huctioneer's staged In
tomes. We have reports of a
tifilst 410 on With no price too low.
certain furulture firm that tailed, havInd %Ideal pre auction 43ii+, of course. ing on hand
stock invoiced at 942.000.
e:II he arranged tor p-i,ons who are An auction
sale was announced
As
,0 attend the :Meilen.
usual the etoek mist be closed out in
The day of the sale Is here. Put- satisfy creditors
within a few days,
are arriving
They are met reeardle.ss of coet. On the
windows
at the door by the woman member Of app,eired
.glaring announcements of
ow outfit a drouratic 11.1,1n
big
bargains.
Alwho
kziows
N lien
to shed
though represented
b•al'S at the tie u, lit of hav•
as a legitimate sale,
Mg her happy lion' 4,1 in
it had the earmarks
up mid her valuable furniehof an auction by

II the old building isn't
jight, make it right.
Just u hole overhauling
puts new life mold homes
or business buildings.
Repiireirple,ments. addl.
non, s.d eleirations all tti,;u.re
building materials.
.1
,•n
Skirply lb.
,
• reaterral-r but we can
e ,•1 ee right way to
, I • ..1
your
es et wacie

Kramer Lumber Co.
Cum!). Phone 90

Rural 1-54

Don' throw them Old Shoes away until you have
consulted me, for I can rebuild them and they will
look like new.

'FEDERAL
'
RESERVE

mar-

ket

It's work that must
done sooral ur leter.
Prescribe a little of the
right kind of repairs
now and save 5 great
deal of the trouble and ex.
penile bound to be caused
if minor house ailments
are allowed to develop
into ser.ous disorders.

of the

some-

thing

1
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System of Ranks

STRENGTH!

We Invite
Your Business

The Federal Reserve System of hanks is the
STRONGEST system in the world. Thousands
if strong hanks are joined
together for their mutual
protect on and for the protection of their customers.
We can take our securities to our central FED-

ERAL RESERVE BANK and GE/ MONEY
on them when we want it.
When your money is in OUR B.A.i)K you can
get it when YOU want it.
We invite YOUR Banking Business,
Start Saving Regularly NOW.

CITY NATIONAL BANK
"Thui Strong Bank"
FULTON. KY.

Ladies
can make your
shoes any color.

„3(9, ,„

Culver Bakery
Company.

A..1. As- 1:IGIIT

The Shoe Rebuilder. 318 NValtitii St.

Phone- 56i

Successors to

Hornbeak Bros. Bakery Co.
1 rteorporated

II udilleston

••4-••++++++++++4 e+++44++44-++.HS4.41•++++++

Victims Clamor for Fake Pieces

+.4.••••••••••••

Ines torn from 1,, r.
She tells
her sari story—how she must
leave her home anti go to distant lands Messrs. Catch 'em and Skin 'eta
An investigation of the store made
with her husband whose health ie
six months later disclosed that Its
broken and life in danger. But she is
stock was then larger than the day is
re.e±ned to her "awful calamity" and
announc,I the auction. Its sales in
will sell all her lovely furniture even the Interim had
exceeded e600,000.
ai a great eacrifice.
The facts are that two trucks had
As she directs attention to certain backed up to the rear of the store
pleres of furniture tier voice quavers. nightly and unloaded new merchare
She almost soles aloud as she names dine, pm inclpally odd lines and job lots
tte• price she is forced to accept "Leas picked up here and there at a bargain.
++++++++
.:•+++++
++++
++4-+•e+++1.-+++++++++++++++++++++++++
than half the original cost, but price Under the guise of a legitimate aye[ion. or private sale at &action prices,
le no object. We moot take the train
"fourteen times as much furniture was
tomorrow," and also Wipes a tear from sold
In the six months as the store
.14.e.Nit.91't
her eye. Fully convinced the sale contained at the time of the failure.
genuine,
Is
and sympathizing with the Comparison of sale prices disclosed
unfortunate woman, buyers clamor for that victims were persuaded to buy
liberally on the assurance they were
furniture.
the
Inn no sooner are the articles trans- getting eacrifice prices, when as a matferred from their .etting in the slight- ter of fact they were actually paying
from live to 25 per cent more than rely darkened rooms of their original
liable stores were charging for better
owner and displayed in the sunlight
goods.
of the purchaser's home, than the
Fake auctions and private sales are
truth about the sale begins to dawn In used not only for furniture
but also in
the mind of each now owner. Close the sale of jewelry and other merchate
examination reveals that evidently use. The les.son which this story
the wonderful collection of furniture teaches is Mat there I. nothing to ba
was but 1,1111,and touts and unsalable gained by patronizing such sales. On
pieces picked up from second•hand the other hand, there is a better than
stores by these Ily-by night fakers. 60-50 chance of sustaining a loss.
Not all auctions are fraudulent, for
Sonic proves to be the rankeet of Imisome are conducted fairly and honesttations of the chreipect grade, and the
ly, but before you draw your savings
overstufted IS se poorly constructed from the bank
and spend them tor macthat It squeaks and weaves under the tion geode it will pay you to got
the
lightest weieht
facts. For your own protection make
it
an
unbreakabl
e
rule
to
confine your
The Birds Have Flown
expenditures and Investments to reWhen those who have bees cheated
liable Arno and individuals In dealrush hack e. the ill 1141' the next tiny. ing with them
you are assured a
oitent oe tualong It hot for the faker," square deal.
44 50f',of art, I, ti oil pr
*trait. 10 fed oreoirsi promoter, 104100 soul
1.0
PLC to *4 ;PUS, ,1 off from bud investments./

PLUMBING
— PHONE

399

C.

ii

0,4?_

)14t."

Just Received the
New Styles in

raven
Visiting Cards
and

Wedding
Announcements.

TRUST COMPANIES
RANK NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING HIGHEST

I. We invite You to call and see them.:

R. S. Williams
450044)451)454545 ,

5
e
4
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The oto-...italing tryst inetItutIons
toi Al-Lica are those that
ho
04
tedna advertise‘g
e•re.
fe,,es of selling their servees.
told a eoeferetice of truer
se,
311T1111.1711.. held in N1•w I'or It recently
the results of a Question
mere seet out by the Trust Compari
D;vc.ion. Amerl ati thinkers Assoc',
thus making an lequiry into the ail
verilstrig preetb ea of institutions do
the it trust busmen*. Three 01K
inure four trust companies and bank.
engaged In extending trust serviees
Thi•
tound to tie advertising
maws w
exprused by las oinks,i

Mine and money saving
us Higth Speed
7
%0 the economy and satisfaction of long ins'
Lance telephone service has been added
HIGH SPEED, which enables you to reach almost any point within five minutes.
This IlIGH SPEED long distance service ia
handled like local service, and utast calls are
completed while you hold the receiver to your
ear.
If you triii•e not used the long distance service
recently, try it today and notice how quickly
and courteously the caU is completed.
It helps your service when calla are placed
by number, and the rate is lowest when
you
make a statioo-to-atation call,

that thelr growth would closely follow
the amounts spent each year for ad—8m.s.. Symms-.
vertising,
The local newspaper Is the moo
highly regarded advertising medium
it was disclosed. In all, 929 companies
ansiwering the Questionnaire used the
Oeir i•afriCy, Owe Symms, Oarieersaf Soma
local papers and 335 did not. The In
stItutions buying space In local papers
are evenly divided among all sections
of the country. Com-ming six media
for selling personal trust services and 41.114++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++++++++44+44bee
considering their effeetiveness from
the standpoint of producing resulta
the speaker declared that the Iciest
newspapers rteniki heac,the list. Folders and booklets can reach a limited
audiance, he observed, but tbe newspaper is the best medium for acquit
,
los smug, sod mass circulation. It
&nand rimer be emitted, he urged.
+++114•••+++++++404,114•••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••4141

(SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Patronize the advertisers in this paper.
They are your friends and will give you
the best values and service.

1.1111111•111111111111111111

THE

Roper District News
Rol.c. .i.ent
Alt's, .\ • 1 -;
Sunday t‘ . . N1r. a lid M is. ‘‘ .
J. Fields.
Mom.
Mrs. Roy Shelton of
phis, is visiting Mr. Shelton'
mother, Mrs. Fields, near City-

of
With the
His Sisters
••
-BL
By H. LOUIS RAN-BOLD

I
i
3

tt
0.'11 light.)
,,,
i
,or. troahh. with you, Keil,'
1 erled heiondit's sister Jane, "ii.
ee.
not
that
yi.11 Want OM ithilia:"
is
M rs. Horace Roper
"I:Y.101y," chimed ill his other sb.
well at this writing.
1-1""s• "Y.'s hkoe s Ilmetn,ne•
Mrs, Mamie Scearce spent '''"
Sunday with his sister. Mrs. p t. appetite on a nc..,er pa,,,,,.. itt• y„,f,i
.' only pick one of our crowd to has.
fie Roper, Sunday.
,,round lioneild of Miss nighty tigiii
Sunday was preaching day vaiateower. )ou aouldn't bac,. to
at Rush Creek and a good 1,,,ther with taxi bilis and orchid boil
pais.was Present •
t'rOwei
Niro and
i.ert id .. the two girls discuased
Mrs. stalling ,Ne..e
the situation with the frankness ol
in Hickman, Saturday.
-I'll )""th.
Mrs. Paul Davis es" a'know
Mr. and
she's Just keeplog Ken
"You
Saturday.
Nvere in Hickman.
dangling," declared Carlotta Witerh
,
,
,
„
..„
,
Mrs.
John
Mrs. Ray Adams.
gets throti;1,
...11
.a ..tiov ;tioneeteer
R. Lunsford and Mrs Mat aline a Ith he she'll simply dlavard law te.
urAte
week's
hat
r•
,h.es last
Goodwin were in town Sat
"I know." agreed Jane. "hen'a suet.
day.
looker end peach of It ros tr„!
good
a
The hard rain and hail storm
y ou ng ter, and an that. nut it there were
d a maged
last Frid a y
was anyone else ttrouti.1-"
gardens and cotton that
carloita grasped her xister's •rir.
Up.
'Tie an ideal" site cried. "LeCa tills.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fields. A party anal lilt "iii,,'.' her to Mr. Vet,
i hard.
of Hickman spent Sunday eve- ,
nest door. The c 're twoot
kind and It' timy should int' for eiteh
fling With Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Fields.otime it might, sit to spi ak, release
Mrs. E. C. Muscly spent Sat- 'air Ken."
come?" asked Jane.
"Tbitik
urday in Union City.
t.c.it come If we
"come?
Mr. Robert Powell spent Sat1 him were go hg to hace French
uniav and Sunday with his sis- ,.•.•
It strawberry itittralililtil
its at late hit t.
It
viii'':"
P.
matter
..f fa, I. it wean' their
A,
a
Donlyer
Air. and Mrs. 3•
t..
door net:.t.or
of Fulton were visitors of
and Mrs. Bat Workman. Sun- t,...cet the 11.Yitation to the Misses
Matcoines lawn party. Mr. Jonathan
day.
las Immo was not actually
Mrs, Bra nsford Atteberrv of itaine,
Icyne",11. Ile lucre!) wore
Vtin
it\\T
this
at
is
very
sick
Cayce
ie doelaied let 1.11‘..` his pleasure
ing and has been for some time. "1
t ut,.au,„,
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USING LIGHTS IN
WINTER HOUSES
It Is wise to be thinking about the
lighting if the poultry house for the
winter. There Is nu longer say goes.
tton that for tlie short days, many at
which are cloudy. the egg production
call he %cry definitely Increased by
supplyI ng artificial light to the inying
ilia,: been Med out at many
tloek,
experiment stations and by thousands
of practical poultrymen.
The idea is perfectly alnizile. The
heti eats only when It Is light, if the
days are short sho eats only a short
time. She eats all her crop will hold,
but when she stays on the roost trom
early' afternoon, all night and until
late in the morning In the winter, she
has not been able to eat enough food
to last her the whole time. There
fore, she is title for several hours when
she could just as well be eating more
food Hall manufacturing more eggs.
The method of using the lights Is
In turn them on for 20 minutes to half
an hour In the evenir.g perhaps about
nine o'clicek, or near bedtime. The
hena aoon learn what It means when
the11glts,g.:•itLand
roo,‘ it
llatei
they hop off the
y and begin to 1411
aerate!. feed. AS soon as they get
their crops full they start back onto
the ro..sts and In half an hour they
are all hack and the lights ran go out,
anti the day bus been made just that
iamb longer for them,
In the ease of neetylene lights,
have often been used. some firrangement of a pilot light Is net•easary
which turns on the bright lights when
wanted in the ease of electric lights
these can be turned on by hand from
the house or from the doer of the
Poultry house or in some crises they
are ulcerated by elockwork, being
tented on at a certain time and automattcally turned off after a certain
time,

WILLIAMS
Can 1-1T-int anything from a
Visiting Card to a Newspaper.
It is that little artistic touch that characterizes our
Printing as Superior Quality.

Try us with your Next Order.

was Ken who tilt rot!tti't' shill
i es. At first, Its flatly iscfused.
"Nothing dein'!" he said. "Mite
parties myself, mei so does Polly. You
think she's snobbish, but I tell you
years
75
T. M. Shelbourm
she's must plain shy."
old, well kown lawyer, died at "I guess she'd come quick enough."
Bardwell. Ky.. snapped done Meanly, "If you told
his home in
the well known portrait
Monday afternoon. There was her that
painter, who has been secluding tom
not a more distinguished law- self till summer, has decided to come
yer in Western Kentucky than ...it of it.; shell and show himself
The coalition practice of hastily
Mr. Shelbourn. Until his health None other than Jonathan Barnes!' catching up a lot of cockerels, cull
began to fail he was a promi"Think so?'' retorted Ken. ''Al: hens 0: turkeys, ducks or geese, with'
during „Ight. I'll tell her he's to he here awl unit first making some assurance that
nent visitor in Fulton
the sessions of Circuit Court. you see if it doesn't make her stay they are in proper market condition.
Is sure to bring diatiasisfaetion to the
He is survived by one son, Roy away all the nor,1"
thair Ken! It was with a hurt an I producer, dealer and consumer alike.
Shelbourn of Bardwell, and one
bewildered air that, On tlor
Coekerels confined closely and fed a
daughter. Mrs. Lillian Porter.
day, he meekly moight his sisters.
wet mash of the consIsteney of panof Col,!mbia, Ten!).
"You Will." he isaid. "I don't under cake batter for from tett days to two
stand it myself, leo when I told Polly weeks should gain from 20 to 85 per
about your old artist she $aki to tell cent in weight and at the same time
you she'd be simply delight...I to COMP. they are a better market product,
YOUR SPRING SUIT NEEDS
illrla tire eerhanly ilitrai queer!"
plumper bodied, with softer and more
TAKEN
OUT
THE WRINKLES
Carlotta
exchanged
Jane
and
tender flesh, and they make a more
glatmea. Clever little matchmakers pleasing appearance, Ilene*
an r
When you buy John Deere imph merits you
Yau know what a beauty they thought themselves.
a higher price,
are sure of prompt repair service
fairly
sprrad
themselves
for
shop can do fot faces—how it They
Equal quantities (measure) of
throughout their long liFe
can
remove
wrinkles from the garden party hi the way of decor:, wheat, cats lind corn, or wheat, oats
cheeks and crow's feet from
and
barley
ground
tine
and
wet
with
she W:1S ilSgiadrig
eyes. But did you ever visit a Secretly'. each felt
either buttermilk or sour milk make
ill Ole 11.11ile work of sliatehing a li,
a good fattening ration. Use two '
"beauty shop for suits" —a loved brother froni the arms
By THOMAS ARKLE CLARK
of a
modern dry cleaning and sani- Circe mod at the sante titue, gettleg pounds of milk to one pound of ground 1 Dean of Men,University of Illinois.
milk
Is
not
If
the
available,
add
I
feed.
tary pressing establishment? a toLdity hit of fun litit of It.
15 or 20 per cent of meat scraps or
Here, again, is a "fountain of
Ketinezli. morose awl unhappy. had
tankage to the ground feed and wet
THE SOFT JOB
youth"—this time for clothes. :Joie alter Polly and Ids heart fairly with water, tieing one and one-half
For exaMple. take one of ittliVerell When he site/ what a 'Awed, pounds of water to one pound of II RAN onto Fred Patton on aftehltrat.
your own suits to the 0. K. isnot she Was lit yellow cria.e t.
ground feed,
hadn't
boulevard the other day.
elem. 111111 Wide lirininteil yellow hat
Steam Laundry—one you've
Feed three times daily, but only seen him for fifteen years or so, and
What team artist or otherwise. that
say
111'Ill
worn often. If it's a light suit, would not be smitten dumb at sight of what will be consumed in ten to fif- naturally we hail
n bu ilding d am s
teen minutes.--0. A. Burton, North I to moll oth er. He's been
the grime is plainly visible at Polly?
in the Canal Zone and working on Ire.
Agricultural College.
collar and cuffs; perhaps there
Jane introduced Mr. Batmen to Miss Dakota
lit jut',
1IN
gatton
is a bit of grease on it front Vandeeveer. 'Mille Carlotta of atilie
had his rill, In with tie
is-ItemsDaniel
your car. If the suit is dark, and Kenneth or
remaltied LI 00000000000000000000000000
lions set eral centuries ago, and he
the dirt may not show—but it's the background. But all three of
tells about It all very Interestingly. Ile
them
were
thunderstruck
by
the
tvord
cannot
there. One
ride in ausays he hasn't Mel a soft job and that
tomobiles and taxis, and not ga- with which the other tWo greeted oh' 00000000000000000000000000 led him to tell me a 'dory.
another.
Incidentally I may say that Fred
ther dirt.
The big fat yellow-legged hens seem
"So you ilo remember iiie----"
Mitred end oin the football team when
But see what your dry clean'"I'liree years ago at Wake Robin to be dolt-1g anything but laying eggs.
he was In college, and he ham at
• • •
er, the 0. K. Laundry, can do Lodge- -"
been going into.
,
There is no cure for tuberculosis in parentlynot
.1:11Ie land Carlotta left them and
for this suit.
sine,. he been out In the world,
First, it is tumbled in warm, when hidden by a (dump of syrinNaa fowls and It Is known that the disease
the
war, he sold. he was on
laming
will spread to swine.
drying air: the moisture is re- hugged one anotlier.
for the
on
n work
o
en,:ineerin g cstruetio
• • •
"it's
Katt'
!"
said
moved, the dust shaken out, obgosertanetit and held the rank of eap
"Who nolild lia,e dreamed they leol
ham
each
bird
four
square
feet
of
If
You have been wanting to buy a
cultivat„I„. Ile tv„^ working twenty•fow
stinate spots loosened. An exalready met inn. work Is halt done • floor space all the litter should be t,,'or.; a day most of the thee it
tor that you can use equally well with shave' and
pert "spotter" then goes over Poor Ken!" cried Carlotta.
removed Once a month.
a
!lilies.
tine
day
cultivator
aleeping
between
spring-tooth
gangs--one
that
will
dodge
the garment by hand—stains
• • •
They derided Airy must lie stio
strong, husky young fellow 1.11111e into
quickly and easily on crooked side-hill rows with
and spots vanish before his kind to poor hen
He would eve.'
r1011APS ellOtild protect the fowl.. the office and announced that he want
any one of the three gangs—one that is easily and
skill. Next, the suit is sou.sed their sympathy, even if, in the end from severe eold hut they should not ed tit Join the army. • But I'd like
quickly changed from one style of gang to another.
gently, thoroughly, back and it we.; the Ivry beat thing that could be too warm even In winter,
something soft." he said: "P'il klinw..
• • •
You can get it now in the new
forth, in the purest of cleaning happen to lam, to be nittal ItY
As I said, Fred Mobil been sbamitw
1 1 01
Some breeders will Mid it p.aetiral me, h, end he nie
,
fluids. Soil embedded in the dee% eel., and left free for S1/110. 1.1; .
tastes.
slitipler
Carlotta had a friend to Install trap nests in the poultry trill.. Irritable, hut, be I'
fabric is filtered out; grime anti
Spring-Tooth Gangs—
The John Deere JF with
oolaing to visit.
nice, Joiticstl, house and know whieh liens are lay- , .11111.1.1.
L
interchangvable gangs is
strong, tough ated trcth
grease are dissolved away. little thing.
ing during the winter.
pus tiVe Silll Of Mar:
adaptable to any field need,
that do
work always.
After most of the moisture has
• • •
Wheii Keu came back from takhia
Handy grip lavers make
Master Lever — raises
Doss and ea tied an orderly to t'
been whirled out, the suit is molly' home, lie heard lita sIstera talk
There Is one absolute rum in potd- tot out or tio.
gang changes simple and
bothries.independentlevers
There L,
fr
eDsk.
adjust depth of rigs—even
i g•7
carefully dried in a breeze of ing in the couch hummock.
try sanitation and disease control— groat fuss about it, htr the youn.
woik in tiny field.
Gangs — strong.
prevention first, last and always the lov: had eonsiderable p, !Meal loll;
"CongratultitIona ma your party
fresh, warm, sterile air, then
caring, easily adjustEasy Dodge—light presaim.
ems., hut In the mid the 1.1110111.1 1,1100
with the warm air sifting thru girls," he said :cietisautly.
sure on fad pedals causes
in-thrw
o
or ...titeI
•
•
•
"'red and
"'rlitinkta" said Jane.
vowc.s tt, ply, A; quick cLaigtor.
Sho
.w.
it, it is fluffed softly. The nap
Exercise genertilea heat and pro- 111 01111 C011111101111.41
"Congratalate nie, too," he aani
with hien a thing which
ilt, fl cin,i,t1 roW2. Any
eel Gangs -can be
comes to life, the cloth becomes
motes health. Make the poultry flock Illinois
,
mrtei oils not in the habit
fernithed with either four
JeF
an du goucl work with
work for the grain by feeding it In a
fresh and smart again.
the
Kilt?" Vila from tooth girl,
"Anyoay," Fred seld, "there a .
or six shovels.
.411111
".11,
):..
deep, clean litter of 'draw.
Nor is this dry cleaning
Be
sure
to
stop
at
our
store mixt
itoft
lolot
'Estietly
Volt ki„ev t'y
In
the
world
Hint
.1:
P
I.
any
• • •
tutus you're In town and awe the ars
"magic" limited to men's suits Wanting to get a il•bliiite answer
Willi right.
quarters should always it "rib having.' :did he
laying
The
and overcoats. Hats and gloves, Polly for ages, but ...kW.. held oh'
If the ills are short they're L.t ,. n
be as comfortable as it is possible to '
tuals one" and if the salary Is I
women's coats, suits, dresses I Just learn. .1 why Seettia three *ma. make them, but making a house
warm
FULTON, KENTUCKY
ie upkeep and tile respolielidlit3 .it.
she Inel a crush on it lSsI
and blouses, children's clothes
at the expense of dryness Is never a more
than proportionately briny The
—almost every article of wear- She Wall Just a kid. hilt :die kept Won
wise thing to do.
to of compensation 01 tains and no
dering if it was the real tliMit mei
• • •
ing apparel can be given this it she
t""Ii' gets tit it'Mout paYing the rev
ever sew Ill „gain If slo.'d
GET QUALITY
Diaeftse control and sanitation are
same renewing, refreshing the 'mow
‘‘ alt, 'rhea. 10.01, 1010 of greater Importance in poultry raze illar price of ioltuisalon. I heard
°AND SERVICE
And how much 111111 sty's she wouldn't marry him If
treatment.
flit
sits' litisiness man say onee that
than trying to (lire the disease if
longer clothes wear when they was the boo man ot t ea rth! you Imo, tog
l'elh,o slat, got the thotiannti dollara
the Sock beeornice affected.
• y..tir always eartiod til II:e that much
receive it. Truly dry cleaning who I Mean.
I nir neighbor -the
• • •
...:•••••••••++.11.4.44tegoao+...+O-Se+.1-1•44-Ziotoloa.1.+.1.+•:•+.1.-i-.1..S.1.+++++++44-1.
The Job may seem Kett, but when it-4-1.,
Spray the poultry hotmee with ker.,
irtist
pays its own bills.
Rene. Get It into every crack and You get Into it you'll Mid usually that
-Nit% Van Dyke Beard!"
Of course, we make a speits
job
has
Its
herdships
and
crevice, for a few mites left today will eLery
be Jiggered!'
cialty of dry cleaning draperies,
responsibilities and that there's no
"Yes," said Kenneth. "So, thanks be a million next week,
rugs, etc. Don't overlook this ro you, Eve go: -"
• • •
alli ii thing am a snap
when you begin your Spring
Patton's IlIum finally got a Mb sit
Mash feeding throughout thft year
"Your ihowisitie:" said Jaue in a
housecleaning—just phone 130 ituny little volee.
not only IncrPaaaa egg production but tine ii, it swivel chair all Italy long, but
the
seat was hard and the pay was
we will do the rest.
gives • higher average weight when
"Exactly," said Kenneth 'Ritzily.
,,t;e
TliI.Rnks to us!" said CarIotte. "Oh, the hens are culled and marketed and Mall, and there was no honor In it.
0. K. STEAM LAUNDRY
eS. ISM Wooten N•w•PoPOr
the scattering death losses reduced.
Proprietor.
J. J.
..
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Fulton Hardware Co.

Patronize the advertisers in this paper
'They are your friepds and will give you
the best values and service.
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i'rotecting Your

(old Facts for
Hot Weather
Consideration

;t:INEAS ARE BEST

Keeping the wolf from your
door is often taken too
figuratively. But it is not an idle
joke, to be ridiculed or ignored.
To keep the wolf from your door
requires weapons more powerful
than implements of war. It requires
a defense that cannot be bought or
borrowed—it is gained
through practice of thrift.
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All Leonard Refrigerators

To save is to insure yourself
and your family protectiou.

Guinea, are about the best Insect
d,stro3,r, that I
tried; tlit• 155...i.•r 555.15115.5 sOt
sso is, grail,
will eat ...nte grain.
111.111-11
haSt•
...11!1.! urrtint wt.,rns
awt
t0oi
0,1.1,515 5
WIOH.111 111.oleNtillg
1,1111,114 field
eileo
Is, ni15.515.5 01 .. Sv,stil to turn
‘aluat.1,
product I
la•-!, lido a
H Iloek it guinea14
'or 111,
T1...
Is 51 g.....1 5011.11.1..e egg
Ii, .51.111 and
In kept fr..1.5
.5.5. will vontlnite
to
55,5;-5.
.5 lute In the fall.
The 1.5•Is. In.
day whlh•
bath V4 Today—JVOW
In 111t.1 HI.
ef ttheut
immommat.M1101.,ixo.
• AmnalM/s I Cf.WIMP,
is. !Ito. 11,h I55i0
IAIHH•tt'il
er.till
11..1
Pea%
111'1.
largo. t1.4 I1,.• 4'1.1,1,11 o•Kg,
hut ar, of it
1111.1 L....

uak. 'Iliey are th, host %%about a question. Ilia-'y are scientifically
They have all the important features necessary to a perfect refrigerator-- eleanli111.515, iiii.krieSS, free circulation, economy in the use of ice,
condensation and dry air, and
life. An inspection of the LEONARD will thoroughly convince you that they are the
best rt•frigerator obtainable for the money. We have all sizes. Come in and see our line,
l'es. we have a splendid line of ICE CREAM FREEZERS, ICE PICKS and WATER
C0011ERS. Small and large sizes -just the kind you want.

Every man owes himself and
his family the protection of a
savings account in a good
substantial bank such as this
one. There are other ways in
which we can help you protect
your family. Investigate.
Na-SAC This Bank
Open an Account
as••

Flies vs. Screens.

Vour 73et Serwont

The Hies and mosquitoes are coming thick and will soon take possession of your place unless you have the doors anti windows protected. We have a splendid line of seen ehJers
and all kinds of screening for your protection. Place your order now.
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Ft'l,T(IN. Ky.
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at reasonable prices.
Our prompt delivery is a pleasing
feature of our service. Let us have
your order.
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A complete line of "Quick Meal" Oil Cook Stoves
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Now is the time t‘, cut grass, and
will want to do it easily as possible. The beat and
easiest way is to use the "Blue Grass" ball bearing lawn mowers, built of the best steel
and iron. We have them in all sizes, made well and durable.
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"Blue Grass" Lawn Mowers.
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.011
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Now is the time to send in your

LACE CURTAINS
DRAPERIES and
RUGS.

Ducks Demand Plenty of
Water With Their Feed
A duek fs .mm111111111 ni trig us It ha.
plenty of water with Its feed. and a
dry Mae.. to roo,t It, If water la riot
supplied, and if ti'- roosting shed Is
damp and et,Id. the du,k. first drowse
then roll I15er oill list-li hu,mko 11111I dle
notch as duektil,.:'s dle from "fits"
when they encounter dige5415
ties of any sort
(415e the .thelts animal ie...t 'f some
kind buttermilk or t.eef 01.•1:51.4 tilne
them also mineral feed In the %ay of
hone meal. and 1,f eourse must ground
grain and green .
1..41 Keep .dhsr In
deep pant before them at every meal.
Latn..ns' ration for ducks Is good
for either breeders or laying stoek:
tow bushel bran. utile bashel low
article 'lour, one burh.1 corn meal, Orlf•
green feed. I'us-hatt bushel
either raw or 1.1.1,ked vegetable.. out.
1.11011-1 Its tell of beef serapw ene-half
hit.hel In telt et eooked fish
—

LAUNDRY
TEAM OWEN.

Fresh Ground for Chicks
ou ever keep clacks In a small
I ,N
um and artvr they were tgglit or ten
a.', kit old' notice that they begin to
droop tiseir wings end make a slow
growth': it )0ti had plowed or evaded
the run It would Suit. helped. When
buy,. only • @mall range they
tosm contaminate the Noll. No ether
.'au-a' 11014/ more to promote whoreslost. itrui,uiug fowls than gros.'ng chicks
on the /HMV mond. year after year,
Many eases of eaten 111•7 las0 be
traced to this cause
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VOU can't go wrong. Just say "I want Purina Chick
Startena for my baby chicks."
Sfro of the baby chicks fed average rations die. You can
save 90' when you feed Startens. Dead chicks are
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AIR DRIED CLOTHES

\'\,A.

•
---

Do you realize what it means to receive a bundle of thoroughly
washed and air dried clothes from a modern power laundry!
It means that at last the only remaining barrier between the housewife and the laundryman
has been broken down. Because, now the modern laundry not only washes clean whatever
you choose to send, but also duplicates in every respect the method of drying that the house • •14`,A.11.,
wife has employed for time immortal, namely, the hanging of the washing on the old-fashioned
• c:
clothes line, to bask and do iii the gki,ous sunshine.
this
steadily
comes
to
growing
the
years,
in
industry
and
years
in
The greatest development
perfection of a natural drying process. This new method of drying by air eliminates for all time that
unmistakable odor which has branded the work of the power laundry in the past.

--

.t

;60444,,

1,

1

Thousands and Thousands of Cubic Feet of Concentrated Sunshine
The scientific application of air as.a drying agent in the power laundry is accomplished by the perfection of
the Vorclone Drying Tumbler. 1 his most wonderful machine harnesses clean fresh air in such great volumes
that it almost entirely eliminat,..s the necessity of heat to dry clothes with. It dries clothes by air, evenly and gently, ventilating them thoroughly, freeing them entirely of all lint, leaving them soft, fluffy and perfectly odorless. Clothes dried
in this manner are never shrunk, discolored or lett with a harsh feel.
The Vorclone Tumbler used in our laundry is the only drying tumbler that does not depend solely
on heat to dry clothes; it is the missing link in an otherwise perfect laundering process. It puts the
work of the power laundry on par with that of the housewife's own private laundry.
Be sure to see this wonder machine in our laundry anytime, feel and
smell the clothes it dries, notice hose fresh and sweet smelling they are.

t

s

When you see the pleasing
results, the economy and the
convenience of this complete
service, you are going to put a
ban on "home wash days"
throughout the year.

0. K. STEAM LAUNDRY
J. J. ()WEN Proprietor
')
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miles east ,, t Fulton, on,•
mile south of Kingston's stork•.
' The cemetery is being well
Mr. Crit Matheny lost his cared for and those those who
Mr. I.. A. Watkins. of Crutchbrooder house and hens and are personally interested please
field.
spent Sunday with his
300 young chickens by fire last see Mr. Calvin Orr and make
and Mrs. T. M.
week. But not at all daunted, their arrangements to help fi- parents, Mr.
Watkins.
Mr. Matheny at once put in a mince this very necessary work
Mrs. Holbert Finch returned
bill of lumber for a new house with either cash in hand or a to her home
in St. Louis. Sunand an order for more chick- pledge for the future.
• The class play, "Bread Upon day, after a pleasant visit here
ens.
with relatives and friends.
Mrs. Mason is not as well tlw Waters." was given StourMr. and Mrs. Alfred Haynes
, day evening to a large and apthis week.
of near Moscow, were the SunThe Ladies' Club met Wed- preciative audience.
Mrs. Penile Grissom and lit. day guests of Mr. and Mrs. T
nesday with Mrs. Asa Phillips.
B. Watkins.
Several visitors were present tle son arrived for a visit to her
Mrs. Tom Carver and
Etherige
Mrs.
Johnnie
memmother,
of
number
goodly
and a
Claude, of near Fulton, s,
week.
last
Flora
Nanney,
Mrs.
hers.
at the home of Mr. .
chairman of garden work, re-. %V. H. Finch has added to his guests
B. Latta. Wednesd.,
T.
Mrs.
thoroughbred
herd,
a
on
dairy
acdone
little
ported very
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Pre
count of unfavorable weather. Holstein calf, great grandson
Lots of chickens dying or sick. of the 9-gallon Holstein cow of are the parents of a baby
Whole flocks in bad condition. Martin fame. Two hundred horn Wednesday. May 11,
A poultry tour is being planned and thirty more baby chicks on young lady has been chris:,
by Mrs. Ruth Finch. -chairman Diamond Square farm. 100 ,4 id Martha Evelyn.
Mrs. Jarrett Finch visited
of Poultry. This will include' which are "Ferris' best" which
a visit to the Latta and Guyor are to add to value of the flock her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
poultry plants, where several by introducing the very best C. Latta, Wednesday night and
thousand hens are kept, near new blood for next year's Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Moore
Crutchfield, Ky.. around the breeding pen.
Baccalaureate services Sun- and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore
first of June. Quite a number
are planning to take this trip. day. Processional. Doxology were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C.
' by High school. Invoca- F. Jackson, in Fulton. Sunday.
Mrs. Finch was delightfully song
Mr. anti Mrs. 1'. M. Watt.
surprised at the conclusion of tion by Rev. R. L. Norman.
Chorus—"All flail Imman- and Mrs. Dean Lee atten.1 the business meeting, when
Mrs. Temple, in her own inim- uel." Scripture reading anti Decoration Day service at Mt.
Moriah, Saturday.
itable way, expressed the ap- prayer, Rev. R. L. Norman.
Solo—"The Voice in the
preciation of the club for her
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work as president, and in be- Wilderness," Miss Ruth McGehalf of the ladies, presented to hee.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hendon
Sermon—Rev. Laurence I.
Mrs. Finch a lovely Pyrex casserole. Miss Guthrie arrived Lowen, pastor First Methoth,t of near Sedalia. spent Saturday
night and Sunday with Mr. and
P I I
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first aid remedies.
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Mrs. Lon Watts.
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UNION CITY
Mr. J. T. Young. who has
and brown rie-e demonstrated
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by Miss Guthrie also her talk!
Frank Merryman, local coll..' while, is reported as doing
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Meeting adjourned,, tractor, has beenbuilding
esting.
of the
Mrs. Lon Watts and Mrs.
subject to Mrs. Ellis' call. Next contract for the Presbyterian
meeting will he at the home of new Cumberland City, anti ex- Roy Watts visited Mr. and Mrs.
1 church in Union
1. Young. Thursday.
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to
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went over to Water Valley, Ky. of June. by November 15 of I
Friday afternoon for a game, finished
a short time we will acFor
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a
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winning by a score of 6 to 12. this year, and
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Chestnut Glade

Route 4, Fulton, Ky.
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PETER HEALS THE LAME MAN

`
. .11r Wil

LrattatioN TI-AT Ants 3 1-4 31.
\ r--- Neither le there
tittl.ttr.1
salvation In ant other tor there i•
none other 1.1111te under heaven
ttttt g mon whereby a• must be
eased aoas 1 l2
Torn'- Peter Heels •
Pit I NI A It
1 Milo Nlan
JVNIott ToPli• -tlitt• That &Ione,
CKIlltot UUN
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.‘ND AI.11.r Topytat Nat
That Are Better
I. Peter

"Money makes money" is a
proverb that is old and true.
Big opportunities often come
to folks with a little ready cash.
By starting a savings account
with us now, you soon will have
sufficient savings to enable you
to take advantage of some worthwhile bargain.
To wait may be too late.

Healing the' Lame

Marc

'
t) ('iv. 1. 2).
3:11-.11iii
. T11e
1"
'
(A
Peter and John were on their way
of worship, 'rids man
house
the
I,.
intd been played at the mitrattee of the
might replace of natc...itip
cehe the sympathetic attention of
worshipers
2. The man (v. 2).
in.;...gur wits infirm from tili
birth. Ile at 21. now more that,' forty
years old (-1:22) and had brought Ids
ailment with him Into the world.
he saw Peter and John lie asked

Lit,' iaazatiaa mihiatat tall gained
(v, 41.
Peter and John eottituantled him to
look on them.
(2) Peter commanded him In the
mime of Jesus Christ of Nazareth to
7
(V.).
walk (v. til•
(3)Peter took hi In by the right
Cashier
Beadles.
lieu. T.
haitati
This was Meant to data impettls tO
Paul T. Boaz. Ass't Cashier
his faith- not strength to his ankles.
4. The natn's re.i.onse (a. 5).
El
Strength enitte to hi. feet anti ankhat lie stood, be walked.
hones it
GET
he leaped tutu Plunged praises to God.
5. The effeet (vv. 1)-11).
The people were so tilled with wonder and amazement that they ran together to behold this nonilerfill thing.
Note:
(1) This helpless beggar had to be
carried to the temple gate. .1Ien and
women out of Christ are so helpless
Goat they need to be brought vi here
the light of God can be applied to

First National Bank
R. H. %Vatic. President
PI B. Beadles, Vice Pdesident
••••••••••••••••••
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AT HOME
FOOD LIKE YOU
Thit iu truly a home-like restaurant because
it hat endeavored to break down the prejudice based on the theory that restaurants
could not serve food like you get at home.
Many patrons will testify that there is no difference between our meals and the meals
they get at home. That's the reason they
eume here so frequently to eat.
Years of catering to the appetites of particular people make it possible for us to serve
appetizing meals.
The next time you want to eat away from
home, bring your family here.

Smith's Cafe
BIG DINNER EVERY DAY
50 reilis

Make the Old
House New
If you don't like the appearance
of your house, let us show you how to
make it modern and attractive. You
will be surprised to see what a big
difference a few small changea will
make.

Repairs an Investment
Proper remodeling and repairs
greatly increase the value of your property. We can furnish you good practical ideas for repairing and modernizing all types of buildings, whether for
town or farm.
And we can supply all the materials necessary at prices that will
mean big savings.

Pn
CEQUIN & "um
PIERCE,I ULION

n1 Peter taking the man by the
(2
th
hand shows the manner of helping the
lost.
it. Peter Witnessing Bofors the
Multitude
Though this miracle directed tit
attention of the people to Peter anal
John. Peter immediately turned Mel
attention from himself tp. •
told them that It was faith In Jesus
Christ whom God had glorified and
whom they had deliberately betrayed
and crucified that had healed this
man.
III. Peter In Prison for Christ's Sake
(4:1-4).
It was his fidelity to Christ that
brought him this persecution. Observe:
1. The leaders—priests and Siolducees—in this persecution (vv. 1, 2).
The priests were intolerant becense
these new teachers were encroaching
upon their functions.
".
rrsitat (vv. 3. 4).
Though they were held In bondage
tty chains, Christ continued tl.) werk.
The number of bellmers had greatly
inereaseil.
IV. Peter Witnessing Before the'
Sanhedrin (4:5-21).
1. The Inquiry (vv. 5-7).
This Inquiry admitted the reality of
the miracle. The) wanted to 'snoW
n hat it signified.
2. Peter's answer (vv. 8-12).
Being tilled nith the Holy Spirit.
Peter calmly and graelously answered.
If, showed them that they were Mg
ri trial as evildoers NM for doing
to the helpless and needy titan.
;lee they could not deity the miracle
o boldly dechred that it had been
-tie In the 111111IP of Jesns Christ
1 an tlatty hail ermined and God had
raised from the dead.
3. 'nap itopres.lon upon the Sanhedrin (vv. 13-22).
(I) They marveled (vv. 1-13).
They saw that Peter's ladeivior and
words were as unusual as Gm miracle.
knowledge that Peter
(2) They
and John had been with Jesus (v. 13).
(3) They forbade them to speak In
Christ's name (v. Po.
(4) Peter arid John's reply (vv.
e) expressed their determination
1)
14
T119,
to obey flail rather than
(
w
Sr.,-1'.11
‘
,
(11a.tlieir side.
Tgl"tilrie
-eI n
t)
fi'
(r
there was al) way to minisit then
V. The Church at Prayer (%v. 23-31).
AR R(1011 as Peter iii ti ittlat On set
free, they hastened aWity to their fellow diselples and told them their experience. They prate.tal God for dellaenlace and trio eal for boldness to
speak the %Vora of I iod.

Thinking of Faults
Think or your on at (milts the first
)011 ire awake,
part of the night
end of the Nulls of others the littler
part of the night when you are asleep.

Yveits9w/4v

Gate City of the South on the northern border of Dixie
TIES
believes implicitly in the slogan,"United, we stand; divided,
fall.
Louisville's economic interests are largely in the South and its
growth can only be commensurate with that of the South.
When business is good in the great tobacco, cotton and corn
glowing areas of the South—when mercantile business thrives
there—when industry expands—when transportation facilities are
extended, whether by rail, river or air—when flood or tornado
visits the South—Louisville feels the effect.
The Louis% ilk' Board of Trade believes with better understanding, mutual symo.ithy, co-operation and rxiprocity many of the problems of the South can be
solved, and its development can he accelerated.
Louiscille wants the viewpoint of Western Kentucky and \Vest Tennessee and
therefore 125 of its foremost business men are coming to make you a visit. They
w:11 arrive in

Arrive, Fulton, 9:35 A. M. May 25
Come out to meet the
leads of Houses Special of

llit I.011.45VILLE •BOARD•OF•TRADE
We invite you
to see our
display of

Refrigerators
Lawn Mowers
(All sizes and
prices)

V-e
'
.ttne

Lawn Hose

Garden Tools
Ice Cream
Freezers
Water Coolers
Wire Screening
Paint :mkt Brushes
Emerson
Electric Fans
(All sizes and
prices)

Oil Cooking
Stoves
All kinds of
Hot Weather
Conveniences

,„
Seeds
Icaillilli id

-

•

,

Flan‘s Co w Peasor Soy Beans
and Corn at the Same! Time
Cow peas and soy beans enrich the soil. Both are
valuable as stock food, and when either is fed with
corn,it makes a balanced ration which puts meat on
fed.
the stock more rapidly than when corn only
You can plant tither cow peas or soy lx ans in the
corn hill or drill the in with the corn by uiing a

John Deere 999 Corn Planter
with Pea Attueltattent
We can furnish this plainer with the most simple pea
attachment ever designedit can be put in place or r7moved without disturbing
the regular corn planter parts
or the fertilizer attaehme it
when it also is used. We
can also furnish a spout attachment for drilling enly,
which plants the peas shallower than the corn.
When buying a corn plant-

er, remember the John Deere
No. 999 is notel for its accurate "Natural Drop"—instunt change, hiaing to drilling or back to billing; instant variable drop-2, 3 or
4 kernels per Mil as desired;
nine different drilling distances from one net of plates,
convenient undcrhung reel,
absolutely automatic marker,
tip-over hoppers and other
conveniences.

Come in and ask us to show you the John Deere
No, 999 Corn Planter with this pea attachment.

Southern
Field and
Poultry
Fencing.

FULTON HARDWARE CO
Lake Street

George Beadles, Manager

luli

Phone 794

Worldlinesa, Selfishness
Velf1,1111,14 it cave no
power to erenthe the •tmosphera of
the kingtbatt of tiod -17.01toes.
---God's Way
God's way of exalting Ills children
Is contrary to the 9esh.—igchoee.

Ammo
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When in need of High-Grade

JOB PRINTING

..101101.111.1.
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STRAWS THAT HAVE
STYLE

Pierce News
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BUYS 111I5 .

FREE

FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY

Buy the FEDERAL ELECTRIC WASHER
and we give you the very useful Dixie Twin
Tubs which have an actual value of $14.90.
This is an extraordinary bargain.
The FEDERAL ELECTRIC WASHER is unquestionably the most practical and durable
washer made. This handsome w bite enamel
labor-saver is offered at a special price during
our sale.
You pay only $5.00 down and the remainder
in monthly installments while you're getting
the good out of the purchase.
The FEDERAL ELECTRIC WASHER is a
life-time labor-saver. Be sure to come in and
see the washer and twin tubs on our showroom floor.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES
PANY
COM
IN, oar',;MATSU

ninth day she took a relapse
and quietly passed away on Fr)

day, M ay 1:1. She was t 11
daughter iii' Mr, and NI • I
A. Reece, deceased. \•
one brother. .less. A. I:,
Stockton, Cal. She was married to Charles Orleans October 1. It12?. :Mrs. Ruth was a
trite Christian. having professed Christ at the age of 15 years
the
anti joined
Nlethodist
cIt urch at Shady Grove near
I ••• I•,:y. There her member)-mained throughout her
lite. She was -16 years of age. 0t)
She was well loved by all and
, will be sadly mi Ned by her sir
! rowing friends.' Her only so,
rowing relatives are one be.- ther..le,:se. and lone uncle. Giles
Mitchell, of Union ('ity,
and a host of cousins to mourn
her death. The entire community greatly sympathize with
tier hitsband and relatives at
pas.sing of this deal woman.
Therefiwe woth the F'at her
love us because we lay down
iair life that we may take it up
again. She is (lead unto in,
lout alive unto God in (7hrist
Jesus.
She was buried at Chapel
Hill Sunday afternoon, at two
o'clock. The funeral services
wore conducted by Rev. Lee,
of Union City.
Thomas Allen of Brookhav•
en. Miss.. and Miss Sophrona
Allen, of Union ('ity, are visiting their parents, NH.. and Mrs.
Hardy Allen. this week,
Born to NH.. and Mrs. Noble
Hopkins, a fini• son. Mother
and babe both doing v.-ell,
l'here will be an ice cream
and strawberry supper at the
Hebron church. Saturday night
for the benefit of the church.
Everybody come.

Ky.
Valley,
WaterRoute
1
—
Jim Brown is spending
Al
a le‘‘ days with relatives near
Water Valley.
Chesley Lee spent last
week end in Clinton. visiting
his mother and sister, Mr. and
Mrs. Lamkin,
Della Robey W1lA ill
31
Fulton shopping Saturday.
Mr, N'arise Colt harp. of Pilot
Oak is spending a few days
with his sister, Mrs. Carl Rob\I r. Chesley I,(e sold quite
a number of lambs last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Stroud
spent Saturday night and S1111:
day with her mother. Mrs. Lon
M•oyan.
Ruth N1cAlister
\I
1 , • •,litillay afternoon with
NI)- \tar,inrie !frown.
NIL and Mrs. Cloud McAlister spent Sunday with) their
daughter, Mrs. Essie Mae Kingston,
, Mr. Andrew Rohe' and family were in Fulton Saturea.
'shopping.

Straw Hat without style iswell it is an item of apparel
that any man particular about
his appearance just does not
want. That's the reason we
mention the fact that these
hats have style---plenty of it.
Yet they are not conspicuous,
nor are they expensive.

We can fit you in a Suit
as well as a Straw.
We are displaying the handsomest line of Spring and Summer Suits we have ever had,
and invite your early inspection. The prices are right.

1

Shoes for Men
and Boys.
All the best leathers, style
and comfort.

Summer Underwear, Shirts and
Furnishings are here for you.
INCORP01447

OU FITT RS FOR MEN
FLLTON. kY

YS

THE FULTON ADVEIWISER

SALMON'S WEALTH
GREATER THAN GOLD

PtliTY 01 125 LOUISVILLE BUSINESS MEN
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South.err. Kentuckyand West Tennesse
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visited by the lournville Board of Trade
Heads of Houses on their annual spring WOULD KNOW OUR PROBLEMS
27.
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21
tour of May
"We are hoping that the speakers wh,.
greet us on these tours will tell us what
they are working for and how Lotus ifs
can help them. If they have any tug
gestions to offer or complaints to make
we want them. Speakers need not be
afraid of hurting Louisville's feelings
It is only through a frank presentation
of facts as they appear that real proic..,:.can be made in remedying un.tisiec
tory condition.
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4INVE ARE EXCLUSIVE AGENTS.
A style and size to'suit every requirement:
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of Louisville, diree:=
of the tour. calls attention to the hie,
that the Board of Trade special bath
will carry six sleepers and two diners
and that sleeping accoMModations and
meals will be provided on the train.
For that reo n the Louisville Board of
Trade does not expect hospitality other
than the welcoming receptions sai,.
practically every city on the itinerar,
has announced. including meeting tloc
train with a reception committee end
parading with the Icouisville parts- t',
the place of speaking.
ERB
II.01
thretiar of Tear
In view of the fact that the special is
a corps: traveling on a rigid schedule.
They will also have with them
speakers,
of capable
one or more of , Wooslev. do reeror of speaker.. announce,
to spe,,I.
whom are expected to speak at each
that tire men whom he assigns
response to an for the visitor. at each stop will speal
in
On their itinerary,
n
presc tawny
&Mies of welcome that mayors.
and to the point. In fact.
commerce, or •tates they are more anxious to he.,
dents of chambers of
will deliver,
other designated speakers
than to be; heard. and, in view of thy
knotted time at each stop, they want
LIKE THIS TERRITORY
1.201 miles. to give local speakers ample time r.
The entire trip will rover
be n-s
present those trailers that May
says
*
visit:
fhe territory that we shall
of the lest to their hearts.
'David B. G. Rose. President
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Lawn Mowers.

The pesky Ily is with us again and once
ha.bulls inside he'll stay. Meet him with a
good door or window screen keep him out
We have all kinds of screening. the kind
that keep thes and mosquitoes out. Don't
delay aniather day placing your order for
screen doors and windows.
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PLACE YOUR
Order Today.

Sprinkling Hose, nozzles, rakes, silos els
and all kinds of garden tools.

Yes, we carry a complete line of Sporting Goods, Fishing
Tackle, and accessories. Can we serve you?
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Ice Cream Freezers, Ice Picks,
Water Coolers, Etc.
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INCLLJEIEXI
CAIRO ONLY ILLINOIS CITY

MONDAY. MAY 23

see our splendid disphof
Progress Sonitary All Veld Rdrigerolors.
A. HUDDLESTON & CO.

C.SPeCiallSI ineile YOU to Wine

Fish Lead in Exports From
Far Alaska.

Board of Trade Heads of Houses on
Special Train
Kentucky and West Tennessee
May 23 to 27
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